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According to islamic law, a legitimate nuptials is nuptials that is done 

corresponds to syariat islam, rule pock on good terms and ruled requisite 

appropriate Al Qur’an and Hadist. Marry siri constitute executed nuptials 

appropriate by condition of on good terms gets married deep islamic, but don't 

dicatatkan at Religion Business Office (KUA) or by Marker Officer Gets Married 

(VAT). Of islamic law flank, marry siri this not beget that nuptials null or 

illegitimate, but of jurisdictional positive gets married it is reputed not through 

legitimate procedure, since don't mencatatkan its nuptials correspond to marriage 

Law rule Number 1 Year 1974 Sections 2. 

In this research, researcher tries to solve aught problem in problem formula 

which is community property division performing couple gets married siri that 

separate and constraints in division community property which figure situation or 

aught phenomenon and analyses acquired data with comes to pieces it is 

terminological category in shaped word or sentence. To the effect this research to 

know deep performing division community property and constraints in its 

division. 

In observational type that utilized by kualitatif and of its character facet 

observational this gets descriptive character which is analisis what does 

mengambarkan or depicting systematically, factual, and accurate about fact, 

characters and relationships among phenomenon that is analyzed. In data 

collecting that is utilized in this research which is: interview and documentation, 

meanwhile data processing method via severally phase until results accurate data, 

which is:  editing, classifiying, verifying, analyzing in analyzing utilizes to 

methodic triangulangsi, concluding. 

About problem of siri's nuptials in this paper is division deep performing to 

community property in nuptials. Working through performing and constraint to 

community property in islamics law terminological nuptials, notably in term 

separate happening. Separate in nuptials siri will evoke a lot of problem since its 

nuptials doesn't be noted passes a law state. So will struck a snag to hit separate 

and division community property. In term nuptials done by siri's ala, therefore 

marks sense community property in nuptials ruledding to terminological islamic 

law, one that knows to mark sense husband deliverance asset or wife and acquired 

object asset up to nuptials happens. In a nuptials where husband second and same 

wife works, therefore both have rights to acquired object asset that. 


